In late Old English it became common to find strange verb forms of which had less frequently appeared in earlier texts. It is clear that Old English paradigms started to modify their shapes, though their structure had never been completely established in the first place due to limited data. This article discusses some examples of Old English verbs which show a morphological merger in addition to phonetic, syntactic, or semantic resemblance, e.g., between wendan and gewendan, þyncan and þencan, laeran and leornian, (ge)witan and (ge)wītan, blissian and bletsian, and biddan, (be)beodan, and forbeodan, so as to show the natural selection of Old English verbs in the process of lexical conflict.
Introduction 1
Old English is characterised by a significant number of synonyms. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs which could occupy an alliterating position in poetry decreased in frequency as soon as alliterative poems were replaced by rhyming * M. Ogura 32 poems, together with compounds, first elements of which were employed for alliteration. Verbs were not necessarily used for alliteration, except for infinitives and participles, but they also suffered conflict for survival. It is well attested by Gorrell (1895) that there was a rivalry between cweðan and secgan among the synonymous verbs of saying. The former took direct speech and the dative of person with the preposition to as the indirect object, while the latter governed indirect speech/questions and the dative of person without to; these syntactic features were gradually transferred from the former to the latter, and from the latter to tellan, around the time of transition from late Old to early Middle English, and eventually cweðan was fossilised and died out in Modern English.
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There is also an obvious confusion and merger between þyncan and þencan, an 'impersonal' verb and a personal one, especially between the preterite and the past participle forms þuht(e) and þoht(e), which is examined by van der Gaaf (1904) . Thus the semantic rivalry may lead to syntactic changes, morphological mergers, and/or the replacement of one of the synonyms by a native or foreign synonym, and to the ultimate demise of the once flourishing word.
There must be cases of less obvious conflict caused by morphological resemblance, considering the fact that a number of Old English synonyms disappeared in the course of the language history. This cannot be explained away only by the prosodic change from alliterative to rhyming verse. There must be phonological and morphological as well as syntactic and semantic features that caused the conflict between synonyms or beyond groups of synonyms. In this paper I try to illustrate the process of morphological merger of several verbs through the extant texts of Old and Middle English periods in order to find the causes of their demise and survival.
wendan and gewendan
Wendan 'to turn' takes the accusative as a coreferential pronoun in the reflexive construction, while gewendan 'to turn' takes the dative, as in (1) Ƿa gebealh hine se cynincg and to his bedde eode.
wende hine to wage woodlice gebolgen. 'Then the king became angry and went to his bed, and turned himself to the wall, madly enraged.' (ӔLS (Book of Kings) 178-9 3 ) (2) He forlet þa þaet swurd stician on him ‫ד‬ gewende him ut aet sumere oþre duran, oð þaet he eft becom to his agenum geferon.
'He then left the sword stuck on him and went himself out at another door, until he came again to his own comrades.' (Judges 3.24)
But in some instances the reverse is found, as in Gaaf (1904: 78)) 4. lǣran and leornian Leornian 'to learn' and lǣran 'to teach' were strong candidates for morphological confusion, both starting with l-and having front vowels which could be smoothed into -e-. In Ormulum the two verbs should in principle be differentiated by the length of the stem vowel through the spelling system peculiar to this text. But in examples (10) and (11), lerrnenn 'to learn'and lernenn 'to teach' appear, both of which go back to leornian. This means that OE leornian developed into ler(r)nenn with meanings both 'to learn' and 'to teach'. Ƿo weren hii to þriste and to vuele ȝam wuste. ... þat hii ne couþe bi-wittie heom 'Then they were too daring, and ruled them too evilly; (alas …) that they could not guard themselves against their enemies.' (Laȝ 27531-4) (20) C: For-þi þat þou has don þe mis, þiself þou wite þi wa, i-wis. G:
For-þi þat þu has don þe miss, þi seluen es þe wite þi wa, i wiss. F:
for-þi þat þou has done amys. þi-self may wite þi wa I. wys. T:
And þat þou hast þus don þis mis þi seluen is to wite I wis 'Because you have done amiss, you yourself are to blame (your woe), indeed.' (Cursor 876)
These examples show multiple meanings or semantic ambiguity, the interchangeability of prefixes, and the orthographic deficiency of telling long vowels from short vowels in the reflexes of OE witan and wītan. What we have today are the phrase to wit (cf. MS. T in (20)) and a Scottish or northern dialect form wite 'to blame'. 6 6. blissian/blīþsian and bletsian
The Dictionary of Old English (hereafter DOE) has headwords blissian/blīþian and bletsian; both verbs had been rather distinct in meaning but phonetically similar except the stem vowel. According to the explanation in the Oxford English Dictionary (hereafter OED3), semantic confusion started from the construction in which God is the subject and the verb means 'to make happy'.
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Examples (21-23) are quoted from Genesis, in poetry and in the Hexateuch. As seen from (22) and (23) OED3 has the following headwords: wit, v 1 (f. OE witan 'to know'), wite/wyte, v 1 (f. OE wītan 'to blame'), †wite, v 2 (f. OE witan, bewitan 'to keep, guard'), †wite, v 3 (f. OE wītan (rare), usually gewītan 'to go, depart'), †i-wite/ywite, v 1 (f. OE gewitan 'to know; to watch, guard'), †i-wite, v 2 (f. OE gewītan 'to go, depart'). 
biddan, bēodan, for(e)bēodan, and bebēodan
It is stated under the headword bid v 1 in OED3 that OE biddan 'to ask' and bēodan 'to command' merged completely in the course of the fourteenth to the fifteenth century. Forbid, which is the proof of the morphological merger between biddan and forbēodan, first appeared in 1573 in the infinitive form to forbidde 10 Ahead of this merger, however, we find a possible interchangeability of bebēodan and forbēodan in manuscripts Cotton Claudius B. iv and CUL Ii. 1. 33. It is caused by a syntactic feature of forbēodan that a negative particle ne tends to appear pleonastically in a þaet-clause governed by a verb of negative import. Example (25) is quoted from OED3, bless, v 1 , I, †3. a.
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As explained in Sweet (1882, rev. 1953: 28 and 30) 
